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As mentioned before, FSX came out nearly a decade ago. Therefore, it was important that there were some changes to the overall presentation within the Steam Edition. This has all the
hallmarks of your traditional HD Remaster in that it changed some settings to unleash the simulator's latent potential it looks a bit more refined and sharper than the previous release,

thats for sure. Whilst the deal with Dovetail meant that no graphical changes could be made directly, some of the changes listed above indirectly make the simulator run and look
smoother. Of course, whilst everybody is watching their lines, systems, winds, etc. can crash the simulation, causing loss of manual control to you. And don't forget those pesky bumps
in the track. Therefore, there were some changes made to the overall presentation within the Steam Edition, many of which indirectly make the simulator run and look smoother. Sadly,

these weren't in the remaster list, but in a recent Steam Beta, there were some graphical changes that were included. If you are experiencing anything odd like mouse sensitivity
problems, or sudden graphical glitches, a possible cause is this. Whilst everybody is watching their lines, systems, winds, etc. can crash the simulation, causing loss of manual control to

you. And don't forget those pesky bumps in the track. Therefore, there were some changes made to the overall presentation within the Steam Edition, many of which indirectly make
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Steam Edition, many of which indirectly make the simulator run and look smoother. Sadly, these weren't in the remaster list, but in a recent Steam Beta, there were some graphical
changes that were included. If you are experiencing anything odd like mouse sensitivity problems, or sudden graphical glitches, a possible cause is this. Read the preceding section...
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